
Dear Teacher, 

Abhayapuri College is committed to constantly improve and positively alter its course to become one 
of the finest educational institutions in the country. n keeping with that goal, we would like to hear 
your feedback about the teaching-learning environment and functioning of the institution. 
The infornation provided by you will be kept confidential and will be used as crucial feedback for the 
said purpose. 

ABHAYAPURI COLLEGE, ABHAYAPURI 
Teachers' Feedback Form 

Session: 2023 

Looking forward for your co-operation. 

Best Wishes 

1QAC 

1. Personal Information 
1. Email : dhar 

3. Department: 

2. Name: Dhorom siny 1nai kalan 
ramsingicagned. 

4. Years of experience: 
.2. Curriculum Aspect 

Gregply 

Content & Relevance of the Course taught 
Flexibility provided in terfns of mode of teaching 
Freedom provided in terms of assessment 
options 

3. Infrastructural Facilities 

Support of ICT facilities within the Campus 
Provision of adequate, relevant & updated 
reference material in the Library 
Access to online resources in the Library 
Supply of equipments required for teaching 
learning such as Laptop, Printer, Wi-fi etc 

Provision of Infrastructural facilities such as 
|Labs, Conference Room, Seminar Hall etc. 

3. Professional Development 

Enough motivation/opportunities for pursuing 
academic enhancement activities 
Financial support for upgrading skils and 
research activities 
Leave granted for academic endeavours 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral 
Satisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral 
Satisfied 

Dissatisfied Extremely 
Dissatisfied 

Dissatisfied Extremely 
|Dissatisfied 

|Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 



4. Campus/Support Services 

Ambience and comfort facilities provided in the 
staff room. 
Hygiene and cleanliness in the campus 
Medical facilities within the campus 
Services provided by the College Canteen 
Security management services 
Safety measures within the college premises 
Efficient and easy conducted of the 
ladministration with salary and other privileges. 
Recreational activities for life balance (Gym, 
Staff picnic, Celebrations ete.) 

Overall ambience and landscaping of the College 
premises 

5. Institutional Ideology 

Encourages environment of respect and rapport 
among all 
Grievance redressal mechanism for teachers 
Adequate representation of yourr opinion in 
Governing Body and Staff Council 
Efforts of the college principal in encouraging an 
open--door policy 

6. Any other suggestion/comment 
Sl to 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral 

Satisfied 

k 

Satisfied 

Dissatisfied Extreme 

Dissatisfi, 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Dissatisfied 

Signature d,leRa 

De 



Dear Teacher, 
Abhayapuri College is committed to constantly improve and positively alter its course to become one 

of the finest educational institutions in the country. In keeping with that goal, we would like to hear 
your feedback about the teaching-learning environment and functioning of the institution. 
The information provided by you will be kept confidential and will be used as crucial feedback for the 
said purpose. 

ABHAYAPURI COLLEGE, ABHAYAPURI 
Teachers' Feedback Form 

Session: R023 

Looking forward for your co-operation. 

Best Wishes 

IQAC 

1. Personal Information 
1. Email : aakakakasbAannamadcem 
2. Name: AAKAN KSHA S BHARGAVA 
3. Department: 60 GRAPHY 

4. Years of experience: LEs THAN 1 YEAR yeay 
2. Curriculum Aspect 

Content & Relevance of the Course taught 
Flexibility provided in terms of mode of teaching 
Freedom provided in terms of assessment 
options 

3. Infrastructural Facilities 

Support ofICT facilities within the Campus 
Provision of adequate, relevant & updated 
reference material in the Library 
|Access to online resources in the Library 
Supply of equipments required for teaching 
learning such as Laptop, Printer, Wi-fi etc 
Provision of Infrastructural facilities such as 
Labs, Conference Room, Seminar Hall etc. 

3. Professional Development 

Enough motivation/opportunities for pursuing 
academic enhancement activities 

Financial support for upgrading skills and 
research activities 
|Leave granted for academic endeavours 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral 
Satisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral 
Satisfied 

Dissatisfied Extremely 
Dissatisfied 

Dissatisfied Extremely 
Dissatisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 



4. Campus/Support Services 

Ambience and comfort facilities provided in the 
staff room. 
|Hygiene and cleanliness in the campus 
Medical facilities within the campus 
Services provided by the College Canteen 
Security management services 
|Safety measures within the college premises 
Efficient and easy conducted of the 
administration with salary and other privileges. 
Recreational activities for life balance (Gym, 
Staff picnic, Celebrations etc.) 

|Overall ambience and landscaping of the College premises 

5. Institutional Ideology 

Encourages environment of respect and rapport 
|among all 
Grievance redressal mechani_m for teachers 
|Adequate representation of yourr opinion in 
Governing Body and Staff Council 
Efforts of the college principal in encouraging an 
open--door policy 

6. Any other suggestion/comment 

Extremely Satisfied 
Satisfied 

Extremely Satisfied 
Satisfied 

Neutral IDissatisfied Extremely 
Dissatisfied 

Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 

Signature 

Dissatisfied 



Dear Teacher, 

Abhayapuri College is committed to constantly improve and positively alter its course to become one 
of the finest educational institutions in the country. In keeping with that goal, we would like to hear 
your feedback about the teaching-learning environment and functioning of the institution. 
The information provided by you will be kept confidential and will be used as crucial feedback for the 
said purpose. 

ABHAYAPURI COLLEGE, ABHAYAPURI 
Teachers' Feedback Form 

Session: 2022-23 

Looking forward for your co-operation. 

Best Wishes 

IQAC 

1. Personal Information 
1. Email: devisewalk 2oz0 Dfmad. 
2. Name : Sewali Devi 

3. Department: Education 

4. Years of experience: 31 yem 
2. Curriculum Aspect 

Content & Relevance of the Course taught 
Flexibility provided in terms of mode of teaching 
Freedom provided in terms of assessment 
options 

3. Infrastructural Facilities 

Support of ICT facilities within the Campus 
Provision of adequate, relevant & updated 
reference material in the Library 
Access to online resources in the Library 
Supply of equipments required for teaching 
learning such as Laptop, Printer, Wi-fi ete 
Provision of Infrastructural facilities such as 
Labs, Conference Room, Seminar Hall etc. 

3. Professional Development 

Enough motivation/opportunities for pursuing 
lacademic enhancement activities 
Financial support for upgrading skills and 
|research activities 

Leave granted for academic endeavours 

Com 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied 

1 

Dissatisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 



4. Campus/Support Services 

Ambience and comfort facilities provided in the 
staff room. 
Hygiene and cleanliness in the campus 
Medical facilities within the campus 
Services provided by the College Canteen 
Security management services 
Safety measures within the college premises 
Efficient and easy conducted of the 
ladministration with salary and other privileges. Recreational activities for life balance (Gym, 
Staft picnic, Celebrations etc.) 
Overall ambience and landscaping of the Collegel premises 

5. Institutional Ideology 

Encourages environment of respect and rapport 
among all 
Grievance redressal mechanism for teachers 
Adequate representation of yourr opinion in 
Governing Body and Staff Council 
Efforts of the college principal in encouraging an 
open--door policy 

6. Any other suggestion/comment 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extre 

Satisfied Dissatisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied 

Signature 

Dissatisfied 



Dear Teacher. 
Abhayapuri College is comnmitted to constantly improve and positively alter its course to become one 
of the finest educational institutions in the country. In keeping with that goal, we would like to hear 
your feedback about the teaching-learning environment and functioning of the institution. 

ABHAYAPURI COLLEGE, ABHAYAPURI 
Teachers' Feedback Form 

Session: 2022-23 

The information provided by you will be kept confidential and will be used as crucial feedback for the 
said purpose. 
Looking forward for your co-operation. 

Best Wishes 
IQAC 

1. Personal Information 
1. Email : rminte q6 

2. Name : Matu Nath 

gmail. 

3. Department: Emglieh 
4. Years of experience: 8 Mondhs 

2. Curriculum Aspect 

3. Infrastructural Facilities 

Content & Relevance of the Course taught 
Flexibility provided in terms of mode of teaching 
Freedom provided in terms of assessment 
options 

3. Professional Development 

Support of ICT facilities within the Campus 
Provision of adequate, relevant & updated 
reference material in the Library 
Access to online resources in the Library 
Supply of equipments required for teaching 
learning such as Laptop, Printer, Wi-fi etc 
Provision of Infrastructural facilities such as 

Labs, Conference Room, Seminar Hall etc. 

com 

Enough motivation/opportunities for pursuing 
lacademic enhancement activities 

Financial support for upgrading skills and 
research activities 

|Leave granted for academic endeavours 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral |Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Dissatisfied Satisfied 



4. Campus/Support Services 

Ambience and comfort facilities provided in the 
staff room. 
Hygiene and cleanliness in the campus 
Medical facilities within the campus 
Services provided by the College Canteen 
Security management services 
Safety measures within the college premises 

Efficient and easy conducted of the 
administration with salary and other privileges. 
Recreational activities for life balance (Gym, 
Staff picnic, Celebrations etc.) 
Overall ambience and landscaping of the College premises 

5. Institutional Ideology 

Encourages environment of respect and rapport 
among all 
Grievance redressal mechanism for teachers 
Adequate representation of yourr opinion in 
Governing Body and Staff Council 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremel 

6. Any other suggestion/comment 

Satisfied 

Efforts of the college principal in encouraging an 
open--door policy 

Dissatisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied 

Signature 

Dissatisfied 



Dear Teacher, 
Abhayapuri College is committed to constantly improve and positively alter its course to become one 

of the finest educational institutions in the country. In keeping with that goal, we would like to hear 
your feedback about the teaching-learning environment and functioning of the institution. 

ABHAYAPURI COLLEGE, ABHAYAPURI 
Teachers' Feedback Form 

Session: >022-23 

The information provided by you will be kept confidential and will be used as crucial feedback for the 
said purpose. 
Looking forward for your co-operation. 

Best Wishes 
IQAC 

1. Personal Information 
1. Email : ur odnn ogmail. Cawm 
2. Name 
3. Department:btc a/Seiem 
4. Years of experience: 2 yrs (27) 

2. Curriculum Aspect 

Content & Relevance of the Course taught 
Flexibility provided in terms of mode of teaching 
Freedomn provided in terms of assessment 
options 

3. Infrastructural Facilities 

Support of ICT facilities within the Campus 
Provision of adequate, relevant & updated 
reference material in the Library 
|Access to online resources in the Library 
Supply of equipments required for teaching 
learning such as Laptop, Printer, Wi-fi etc 
Provision of Infrastructural facilities such as 
Labs, Conference Room, Seminar Hall etc. 

3. Professional Development 

Enough motivation/opportunities for pursuing 
academic enhancement activities 
Financial support for upgrading skills and 
research activities 

Leave granted for academic endeavours 

Extremely Satisfied NeutralDissatisfied| Extremely 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 

:: ur hnaw hhya 



4. Campus/Support Services 

|Ambience and comfort facilities provided in the 
staff room. 
Hygiene and cleanliness in the campus 
Medical facilities within the campus 

|Services provided by the College Canteen 
Security management services 
Safety measures within the college premises 
Efficient and easy conducted of the 
administration with salary and other privileges. 
Recreational activities for life balance (Gym, 
Staff picnic, Celebrations etc.) 
Overall ambience and landscaping of the College 
premises 

5. Institutional Ideology 

Encourages environment of respect and rapport 
among all 
Grievance redressal mechanism for teachers 
Adequate representation of yourr opinion in 
Governing Body and Staff Council 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Dissatisfied 

Satisfied 

Efforts of the college principal in encouraging an 
open--door policy 

6. Any other suggestion/comment 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied |Extremely 
Satisfied 

9omlo enhee 

Sighature 

Dissatisfied 



Dear Teacher, 
Abhayapuri College is committed to constantly improve and positively alter its course to become one 

of the finest educational institutions in the country. In keeping with that goal, we would like to hear 
your feedback about the teaching-learning environment and functioning of the institution. 

ABHAYAPURI COLLEGE, ABHAYAPURI 
Teachers' Feedback Form 

Session: 2012- 23 

The information provided by you will be kept confidential and will be used as crucial feedback for the 
said purpose. 
Looking forward for your co-operation. 

Best Wishes 
IQAC 

1. Personal Information 
1. Email : rminte 96 mail. com 

2. Name: Mintu Nath 

3. Department: nglish 
4. Years of experience: 4 Months 

2. Curriculum Aspect 

Content & Relevance of the Course taught 
Flexibility provided in terms of mode of teaching 
Freedon provided in terms of assessment 
loptions 

3. Infrastructural Facilities 

Support of ICT facilities within the Campus 
Provision of adequate, relevant & updated 
reference material in the Library 
Access to online resources in the Library 
|Supply of equipments required for teaching 
learning such as Laptop, Printer, Wi-fi etc 

Provision of Infrastructural facilities such as 
Labs, Conference Room, Seminar Hall etc. 

3. Professional Development 

|Enough motivation/opportunities for pursuing 
lacademic enhancement activities 
Financial support for upgrading skills and 
research activities 
Leave granted for academic endeavours 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 



Dear Teacher, 
Abhayapuri College is committed to constantly improve and positively alter its course to become one 
of the finest educational institutions in the country. In keeping with that goal, we would like to hear 
your feedback about the teaching-learning environment and functioning of the institution. 
The information provided by you will be kept confidential and will be used as crucial feedback for the 
said purpose. 
Looking forward for your co-operation. 

Best Wishes 

ABHAYAPURI COLLEGE, ABHAYAPURI 
Teachers' Feedback Form 

Session: 2022 -23 

IQAC 

1. Personal Information 
1. Email : 

2. Name: 

3. Department: 

Suitie qmailCom 
Prttmoehadh 

eiea Seienee 

4. Years of experience: 3 4 
2. Çurriculum Aspect 

Content & Relevance of the Course taught 
Flexibility provided in terms of mode of teaching 
Freedom provided in terms of assessment 
options 

3. Infrastructural Facilities 

Support of ICT facilities within the Campus 
Provision of adequate, relevant & updated 
reference material in the Library 
|Access to online resources in the Library 
Supply of equipments required for teaching 
|learning such as Laptop, Printer, Wi-fi etc 
Provision of Infrastructural facilities such as 
Labs, Conference Room, Seminar Hall etc. 

3. Professional Development 

Enough motivation/opportunities for pursuing 
academic enhancement activities 

Financial support for upgrading skills and 
research activities 
Leave granted for academic endeavours 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral 
Satisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral 
Satisfied 

Extremely Satisfied 
Satisfied 

Neutral 

Dissatisfied Extremely 
Dissatisfied 

Dissatisfied Extremely 
Dissatisfied 

Dissatisfied Extremely 
Dissatisfied 



4. Campus/Support Services 

|Ambience and comfort facilities provided in the staff room. 

Hygiene and cleanliness in the campus Medical facilities within the campus Services provided by the College Canteen Security management services 
Safety mcasures within the college premises Efficient and easy conducted of the 

administration with salary and other privileges. Recreational activities for life balance (Gym, Staff picnic, Celebrations etc.) 
Overall ambience and landscaping of the College premises 

5. 0nstitutional Ideology 

Encourages environment of respect and rapport jamong all 
Grievance r�dressal mechanism for teachers Adequate representation of yourr opinion in Governing Body and Staff Council 
Efforts of the college principal in encouraging an open--door policy 

6. Any other suggestion/comment 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely |Satisfied 

Signature 

Dissatisfied 

S.oradlY 



Dear Teacher, 
Abhayapuri College is committed to constantly improve and positively alter its course to become one 

of the finest educational institutions in the country. In keeping with that goal., we would like to hear 
your feedback about the teaching-learning environment and functioning of the institution. 

ABHAYAPURI COLLEGE, ABHAYAPURI 
Teachers' Feedback Form 

The information provided by you will be kept confidential and will be used as crucial feedback for the 

said purpose. 
Looking forward for your co-operation. 

Best Wishes 
IQAC 

1. Personal Information 

1. Email : uhswsyno om 

3. Department: 

2. Name : Kuleswn oe 

4. Years of experience: 3yon 
2. Curriculum Aspect 

Session: 2022 Fio-2e23 Fb 

Content & Relevance of the Course taught 
Flexibility provided in terms of mode of teaching 
Freedom provided in terms of assessment 
options 

3. Infrastructural Facilities 

Support of ICT facilities within the Campus 
Provision of adequate, relevant & updated 
reference material in the Library 
Access to online resources in the Library 
Supply of equipments required for teaching 
learning such as Laptop, Printer, Wi-fi etc 

|Provision of Infrastructural facilities such as 
Labs, Conference Room, Seminar Hall etc. 

3. Professional Development 

Enough motivation/opportunities for pursuing 
academic enhancement activities 

Financial support for upgrading skills and 
research activities 
Leave granted for academic endeavours 

|Extremely Satisfied Neutral 
Satisfied 

Dissatisfied| Extremely 
Dissatisfied 

|Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 

|Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied |Dissatisfied 



4. Campus/Support Services 

Ambience and comfort facilities provided in the staff room. 

Hygiene and cleanliness in the campus Medical facilities within the campus 
Services provided by the College Canteen Security management services 
Safety measures within the college premises Efficient and casy conducted of the 
administration with salary and other privileges. Recreational activities for life balance (Gym, Staff picnic, Celebrations etc.) 
Overall ambience and landscaping of the College premises 

5. Institutional Ideology 

Encourages environment of respect and rapport among all 
Grievance redressal mechanjsm for teachers 
Adequate representation of yourr opinion in 
Governing Body and Staff Council 
Efforts of the college principal in encouraging an open--door policy 

6. Any other suggestion/comment 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Dissatisfied Satisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely Satisfied 

Signature 

Dissatisfied 



Dear Teacher. 
Abhayapuri College is committed to constantly improve and positively alter its course to become one 
of the finest educational institutions in the country. In keeping with that goal, we would like to hear 
your feedback about the teaching-learning environment and functioning of the institution. 

The information provided by you will be kept confidential and will be used as crucial feedback for the 

said purpose. 

ABHAYAPURI COLLEGE, ABHAYAPURI 
Teachers' Feedback Form 

Session: g022 - 23 

Looking forward for your co-operation. 

Best Wishes 

1QAC 

1. Personal Information 
1. Email : Kaut- man 0974 Amal 
2. Name : DH.Mandeap Kaut 
3. Department: JMathmaies 

4. Years of experience: 08 months 
2. Curriculum Aspect 

options 

Content & Relevance of the Course taught 
Flexibility provided in terms of mode of teaching 

Freedom provided in terms of assessment 

3. Infrastructural Facilities 

Support ofICT facilities within the Campus 
Provision of adequate, relevant & updated 
reference material in the Library 
|Access to online resources in the Library 
Supply of equipments required for teaching 
learning such as Laptop, Printer, Wi-fi etc 
Provision of Infrastructural facilities such as 
Labs, Conference Room, Seminar Hall etc. 

3. Professional Development 

Enough motivation/opportunities for pursuing 
Jacademic enhancement activities 
Financial support for upgrading skills and 
research activities 

yean) 

|Leave granted for academic endeavours 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 



4. Campus/Support Services 

Ambience and comfort facilities provided in the 

staff room. 
Hygiene and cleanliness in the campus 
Medical facilities within the campus 
Services provided by the College Canteen 
Security management services 
Safety measures wvithin the college premises 
Efticient and easy conducted of the 
ladministration with salary and other privileges. 
Recreational activities for life balance (Gym, 
Staff picnic. Celebrations etc.) 
Overall ambience and landscaping of the College 
premises 

S. Institutional ldeology 

Encourages environment of respect and rapport 
among all 
Grievanc� redressal mechanism for teachers 
Adequate representation of yourr opinion in 
Governing Body and Staff Council 
Efforts of the college principal in encouraging an 
open--door policy 

6. Any other suggestion/comment 

No 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral 

Satisfied 

Dissatisfied Extremely 
Dissatisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied 

Maw 

Signature 

Dissatisfied 



Dear Teacher, 

Abhayapuri College is committed to constantly improve and positively alter its course to become one 

of the finest educational institutions in the country. In keeping with that goal, we would like to hear 

your feedback about the teaching-learning environment and functioning of the institution. 

The information provided by you will be kept confidential and will be used as crucial feedback for the 

said purpoSe. 
Looking forward for your co-operation. 

Best Wishes 

ABHAYAPURI COLLEGE, ABHAYAPURI 
Teachers' Feedback Form 

Session: 

IQAC 

1. Personal Information 
1. Email : 

2. Name : Dhavmemdya ng 

3. Department: Ggronpy 
4. Years of experience: 15 yy 

2. Curriculum Aspect 

Content & Relevance of the Course taught 

Flexibility provided in terms of mode of teaching 

Freedom provided in terms of assessment 

options 

3. Infrastructural Facilities 

Support of ICT facilities within the Campus 
Provision of adequate, relevant & updated 
reference material in the Library 
Access to online resources in the Library 
Supply of equipments required for teaching 
learning such as Laptop, Printer, Wi-fi etc 
Provision of Infrastructural facilities such as 
Labs, Conference Room, Seminar Hall etc. 

3. Professional Development 

Enough motivation/opportunities for pursuing 
lacademic enhancement activities 
Financial support for upgrading skills and 
research activities 

Leave granted for academic endeavours 

Extremely Satisfied 
Satisfied 

Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Dissatisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 



4. Campus/Support Services 

Ambience and comfort facilities provided in the staff room. 
Hygiene and cleanliness in the campus Medical facilities within the campus Services provided by the College Canteen Security management services 
Safety measures within the college premises Efficient and casy conducted of the administration with salary and other privileges. Recreational activities for life balance (Gym, Staff picnic, Celebrations ete.) Overall ambience and landscaping of the College premises 

5. Institutional Ideology 

Encourages environment of respect and rapport among all 

Grievance redressal mechanism for teachers |Adequate representation of yourr opinion in Governing Body and Staff Council Efforts of the college principal in encouraging an open--door policy 
6. Any other suggestion/comment 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied ExtremaL 
Satisfied 

Extremely Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely Satisfied 

lo tpove let fucilh. To Poovide kalb aiityu the 

Dissatisfie 

Signature 

Dissatisfied 
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